
julie
Sticky Note
This student has mastered the art of imagery, taking a very abstract idea like "love" and translating it into concrete images or scenes that we can easily picture in our minds as we read the text. 

The text doesn't quite have the "look" of a poem yet, though. Even though each new sentence starts on a new line, the writing generally fills the space from margin to margin as prose does. This makes the line breaks look largely accidental, not like intentional craft choices. We can show/remind this student some of the strategies poets use for deciding where to break a line and invite him to apply the strategy(ies) that feel most appropriate to his own poem. 



julie
Sticky Note
Nice use of sound words in opening line. This poem has a narrative quality but tells the story in a concise way, sparing readers unnecessary details. Inclusion of dialogue contributes to the narrative quality of the poem. The exact placement of the spoken word "Concentrate" seems to have multiple meanings here—the word perhaps a sound the guitar student dreads as well as a directive from the teacher. It is hard to teach the student what to do next to this poem without first having a conversation about what his goals and intentions are and/or knowing what the poet has already explored in previous drafts. It is important to let the poet maintain control of his own work, not to "take over" with our own wishes and visions for the text. We might look together at poems that have playful line breaks that enhance meanings, thinking about using such strategies in words/phrases like "broken chords" or "Take it slow." Or we might talk more about the poet's choices for when to use punctuation such as capital letters and periods, as these do not quite follow conventional grammar rules in this text. We'd want to be sure the decisions were intentional and not merely accidental. If near the editing phase, we might remind the poet (assuming it has been taught in previous units) of punctuation rules inside quotation marks/dialogue. 



julie
Sticky Note
A great example of why conversations with the poet are an integral part of the conference/assessment process—a very smart teacher saw this draft before meeting with the student and decided the writer should add more white space, creating stanzas to help show the passage of time that led to the change in the poet's feelings about the loss of her mom. The following day the teacher went straight into conference and immediately began offering advice for how to "fix" the poem. The student was reluctant to take the advice but didn't explain why for several more class periods, eventually telling the teacher that she chose to keep the text in one large block because "time was messy when I was grieving. I didn't just go from sad to acceptance in a straight line and I don't even remember exactly how it all happened. That's how that time period was, all mixed up in my mind." Sheepishly, the teacher apologized for pushing her own ideas onto the poem, acknowledging that what the poet was describing is common for people who are grieving. The teacher and student re-started the conference process, this time with the student leading. The student said she wanted to work on the title, because now that the poem was done it didn't feel like it revealed how she learned to deal, but she also didn't want to title it anything overtly about "death" or "loss." The teacher helped locate a few touchstone poems for the student to examine, thinking about how the title might have been drawn from the text. 
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